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§ l. INTRODUCTION .AND STATEMENT OF THEOREM 
Given a sequence !/ = (s1, s2, ... ) of real numbers we let .ff(N, ~1 , ~2 , S) 
denote the number of indices i= 1, ... , N for which the fractional part 
of Si belongs to the interval [~1. ~2). If 
fJt(N, ~1. ~2. S) = .ff(N, ~~. ~2. S)- (~2- ~1)N 
then the discrepancy D(N) of the sequence S is defined by 
ND(N) = lub lfJi(N, ~~. ~2. S)l 
where the least upper bound is taken over every pair of real numbers 
~~. ~2 satisfying 0 < ~1';;;; ~2 < l. The purpose of this paper is to prove 
the following 
Theorem: Let PI <v2< ... be non-negative integers and let D(N, x) 
denote the discrepancy of the sequence (27 'X, 2v•x, .•. ).Then there is a constant 
G such that 
1. ND(N, x) . G 1msup < 
N-+eo VN log log N 
for almost all real x. 
It is likely that the best possible choice of G is G = 1 and this stronger 
result could probably be obtained by refining our estimates along the 
lines developed in an earlier paper I). The fact that the best possible 
value of G is at least 1 is an easy consequence of the law of the iterated 
logarithm. Some authors have erroneously stated that this law implies also 
the THEOREM with 0= l. However, this follows only for !&t'(N, ~1. ~2, S)l 
with ~~. ~2 fixed, but not for the least upper bound over all values of ~~. ~2. 
The authors' interest in this subject was rekindled by their attendance 
at the Conference on Uniform Distribution Modulo 1, held at Breukelen, 
The Netherlands, August 1-ll, 1962 and. sponsored by the Netherlands 
Universities' Foundation for International Cooperation. The research 
was supported in part by the National Science Foundation of the United 
States. 
1) G.AL, I. S., Sur Ia majoration des suites de fonctions, Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. 
v. Wet. Ser. A, Vol. LIV, pp. 243-250 (1951). 
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§ 2. THE INTEGRAL ESTIMATE 
The most difficult part of the proof of the theorem lies in proving the 
following 
Auxiliary theorem. There is a constant A>O such that no matter 
which sequence of integers 'Ill< '112 < '113 < . . . is chosen to form S = ( 2••x, 2••x, ... ) 
we have for any a (O,;;;;;a.;;;;:>.:=2k-1) 
1 (AkS)p/4 P+" 
1 j f7t(N, a2-k, (a+ 1)2-k, S)Pdxl,;;;;; ---;- (Np) 2 :>.:"'4 
provided p,;;;;;2log log N, ~=p-2[pf2] and x2 ,;;;;;Nflog log N. 
Proof: Given k=O, 1, 2, ... the integer a (O.;;;;a<2k) and the sequence 
we have 
where 
· ~ 1-2-k if a2-k,;;;;; (2rx) < (a+1)2-k 
cfo.(x) = . 
- 2-k otherwise. 
Here cp. evidently depends on k and a, and as usual (z) denotes the 
fractional part of z, i.e., (z)=z-[z]. 
The function cfov is expressible in terms of Rademacher functions r,.(x)= 
=sign sin 211nx. Indeed 
cp. = IT 1+ s1 ri+• _ 1k 
:1=1 2 2 
where s1 = 2~1- 1 and ~1 is the coefficient of 2k-J in the dyadic expansion 
of a. Each cfo. is a linear combination of :>.: = 2k- 1 Walsh functions wP, 
that is, finite products of r's. If t-t = 2'"' + ... + 2"'• {lXI < ... < 1X8 ), let 
w,.=r"'' ... r,., 
and introduce the ordering wp<wp, if t-t<t-t'· Then 
" (2.1) cfo. = 2-k I ± w •. ; 
:1=1 
where w •. ; is the jth in the ordering of Walsh functions occurring in 
the expansion of cfov· 
We can define the ordering W •. ; < W.'.i' if '~' < p' or if '~' = p' and j < j'. 
The sign of W •. ; in (2.1) is uniquely determined by the integer a. 
However in order to prove the Auxiliary theorem we do not need to 
know these signs. 
Before continuing further we introduce the symbol r I W to denote 
that r is one of the factors of W and we shall prove: 
I3I 
Lemma 2.2. If there is an r such that riWP,i and riW.'.i'' then 
1'11'-'PI<k. 
Proof: Suppose '11<'11'. By the definition of c/>. we may have r,..IW •. ; 
only if P<f-t<P+k and similarly r,..,IW.'.i' only if v'<f-t'<v'+k. Hence 
f-t = ,_,, is possible only if v' + I<. v + k. 
Returning to the proof of the Auxiliary theorem, we now have 
1 
cf = If &l(N, a2-k, (a+ I)2-k, S)P dxl 
0 
1 
=If (c/>.1(x)+ ... +c/>.N(x))P dxl 
0 
1 N 
= 2-kp If ! (± w.,.1 ± ... ± WP, ... )P dxl 
0 i-1 
1 
< 2-kp ! I f ndxj 
0 
where n is of the form 
p 
n = TI W •<•>. i<•> 
s-1 
with v(s)=P1, ... ,'liN and I<.j(s)<,x. We should point out here that it is 
possible that P(s)=P(t) and j(s)=j(t) even if s =/=- t and also that 
wp<•>.i<•> = w.(t).i<t> 
does not imply s = t. 
The Rademacher functions r,.. are a system of independent random 
variables with the mean value 0 and with IHr,..(x)tdxl <.I. In the remainder 
of our proof we shall use even less than their independence and that 
IHr,..(x)tdxl <.I, so that the methods and the resulting estimates will also 
hold whenever the r,..'s are a sequence of random variables which are 
independent in the sense of probability, have mean zero and are such 
that the integrals of their powers are uniformly bounded. 
We thus have O<.lnndxi<.I provided each r,..(x) which occurs at all 
inn does so to a power ;;;.2, otherwise nndx=O. If the r,.. are all Rade-
macher functions, then Hndx = I if, and only if, the exponent of each 
rl' in n is even. 
Definition 2.3. We shall say that n has the square property if rln 
implies r21n. 
Thus 
1 
(2.4) cf <. 2-kp! If ndxl.;;, 2-kp P 
" 0 
where the sum is extended over all n's with the square property, and P 
is the number of such products n. 
We now try to find an upper estimate for P. 
Let 
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IJ 
n= IT w.<•>.i<•>· 
•-1 
Definition 2.5. We say that w.(s).i(B) and w.(t).i(t) are connected in 
71:, if there are WV(B),i(B) = Wv(s,),i(Bo)' Wv(s,),j(s,J• ... , Wv(s,.),i(s,.J = Wv(t),i(t) in 
n and r,.., r"•' ... , rp,._ 1 such that r"1 \W•<iJ.i<iJ and r"1 \W.<H1J.i<H1J for 
i = 0, ... , m-1. 
Definition 2.6. A product W.< •• >.i<•·> ... W•<•,.>.i<•m> is called a con-
nected divisor of n, if any two W-factors of this product can be connected inn. 
Definition 2. 7. A product n' = W•<•.>.i<s,> ... W•<•,.>.i<s,.> is called a 
maximal connected divisor of n, if it is connected and maximal with respect 
to this property, i.e., if n and nfn', have no common factor rw 
It is evident that every product n can be decomposed into a product 
of maximal connected divisors, in fact in an essentially unique manner. 
Lemma 2. 8. Given W •. ;, there are at most 2kx other W' s with which 
it has a factor r" in common. 
Proof: If r"!W •. ; and r"!W.,,;, then P-k<P'<P+k by Lemma 2.3 
and for each p' there are x values of j'. 
Definition 2. 9. Given n = flr= 1 W•<•>.i<•>· Let v, be the number of 
maximal connected factors n' of n which have the square property and have 
exactly h factors W (h=2, 3, ... , p). 
Evidently since n has exactly p W-factors 
(2.10) p = 2v2 + 3va + ... + pvp. 
Let us now divide the estimate of P of (2.4) into 4 steps. 
Step 1. Given V2, va, ... , Vp we find an upper estimate Q1 for the 
number Qo of possible n's which have the square property and whose 
values of v2, ... , Vp are the given ones. These n's are the ones which give 
non-zero terms in the integral. 
Step 2. Since Q1 depends on the values of v2, ... , Vp, we wish to find 
an upper estimate Ql,max for the maximum of Q1 as v2, ... , Vp are varied 
subject to equation (2.10). 
Step 3. We find an upper estimate for the number Q2 of non-negative 
integral solutions to the equation (2.10). 
Step 4. We consider (4>., + ... + q,.N)P as a product of p quantities 
and allow for rearrangement of their order. This introduces a factor p!: 
Hence we shall have P<;(Ql,max·Q2) p!. 
Step 1. 
Let us now suppose that the maximal connected factor W •. ; . W,.,,;, 
containing exactly 2 W's of n has the square property. This can only 
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happen if every r,. which occurs in wv.i also occurs in w.'.i' and vice-
versa. Hence W •. 1 W.'.i'. By Lemma 2.2 there are therefore at most 
2k possibilities for w.'.i' for any given wv.i since the expansion of c?v' 
will contain at most one term which is identical with w •. 1• 
There are N cp's, the expansion of each contains u W's, so cp1 + ... + cpN 
is a sum of N x terms. To form a product n with a given v2 we therefore 
have at most (Nu) possibilities for picking the first factor W. 1 and 2k 
~ . 
possibilities for each W., i'' thus at most (Nu) (2k)vz possibilities in all 
· v2 
for picking v2 pairs each having the square property. 
Suppose now that v3 is given. To estimate the maximum number of 
possible ways of picking a maximal connected triple, we note that the 
first factor can be chosen in at most ( ~:) ways. The second factor 
must have then be chosen such that it is connected to the first factor 
or will be connected by the third. By Lemma 2.8 we therefore have at 
most 2 · (2ku) choices for the second factor, and 2 · (2ku) for the third, 
therefore at most (2 · 2ku)2 for each given first factor. In all, there are 
at most ( ~:) (2 · 2kx)2vs possible ways of choosing connected triples 
of W's. (N) 
Given v4 , the first of 4 factors can be chosen in at most v: ways, 
the second must now either be connected to the first or such that it 
can be connected by at most 2 other factors. So it can be chosen in at 
most 3 · 2kx ways. Similarly for the third and fourth factors. Given the 
first factor, a connected quadruple can thus be completed in at most 
( ~:) (3. 2kx)3v4 ways. 
The above process evidently continues until we find that there are at 
most(~:) ((p-1)·2ku)<p-l)vv ways of choosing connected p-tuples. 
Combining these results we have 
Q0 ,;;;;, (Nx) (2k)vz IT (Nx) ((i -1) · 2kx)<i-l)vi 
V2 i~3 Vi 
(Nx)vz P (Nx)Vi 
,;;;;, --,- (2k)vz II-.-,- (2ku)<i-l)vi (i -l)<i-l)vi 
Vz. i~s v,. 
(2ku)2v2+3vs+ ... +pvv. (N)v2+ ... +vv. 22v3 ... (p-1)<P-l)vv 
< (u)v2 2k v2 ! ... vp! · 
Thus by (2.10) we have 
(2.11) 
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Step 2. 
Given N, p, and k, we now want to find that choice of the sequence 
v2, va, ... , Vp which maximizes Q1 while still satisfying equation (2.10). 
In this estimate it will be necessary to assume that p and "' are subject 
to the limitations in the Auxiliary Theorem. So suppose we change 
v2, ... , Vp to a new sequence v2', ... , vp' which satisfies 2v2' + ... +pvp' =p 
and find the corresponding estimate Q1', hoping to make Q1' jQ1;;. 1. In 
fact we shall show that Q1,max is attained for that sequence v2', ... , vp' 
for which v2' = [p/2], va' = p- 2[pf2], v4' = ... = vp' = 0. 
Case 1. 
Suppose V2t > 0 for some i;;. 3. Then let v2' = v2 + i, V2t' = v2t- 1, v/ = VJ 
for j =1= 2, 2i. 
By 2.11 we get 
Q1' = ("')-i (N)i-1 V2i •• (2i-l)-(2i-1). 
Q1 2k ( V2 + 1) . . . ( V2 + ~) 
This will be ;;. 1 provided 
1+-1- 2+-1- _1_ - _1_ 
(2.12) N;;."' •-1 (2k) (2i-1) •-1 {(v2+ 1) ... (v2+i)}'-1 V2t •-1. 
By (2.10) we have 2v2<;p, also 2i.;;;;p, and since V2t> 1, by hypothesis, 
so the right hand side of (2.12) is 
(2.13) l 1 1 < 2"'kp3. ("'p)'~ 1 (2i-1)'-1 
< 6k"'ps. ("'p)'-1 
Restricting ourselves to values i;;. 3, we see that the right hand side 
is less than 6k"'312p4 which is indeed less than N for N>C1 by the con-
ditions on k, "'• p stated in the Auxiliary theorem, where C1 is an 
absolute constant independent of v1, v2, .... 
Case 2. 
Repeated application of Case 1 shows that Q1 is increased when each 
v2, is decreased to 0 and v2 appropriately increased. In Case 2 we shall 
assume v2, = 0 for i;;. 3, V2H1 =1= 0 for some i;;. 2. This of course implies that 
in this case p-;:;.5. Let i be fixed, and let v2'=v2+i-1, va'=va+1, 
v2H1' = V2H1- 1, v/ = Vf for j =I= 2, 3, 2i + 1. Then 2v2' + 3va' + ... + pvp' = p, and 
_1 = ("')1--i - . 2(2i)-2i V2Hl • Q ' (N)i-1 Q1 2k {(v2 + 1) ... (v2 +i-1)(va + 1)} 
To make this ;;. 1, we must show 
1 
(2.14) N > 2"'k. 21 ~,. (2i}':\ { (v2 + 1) ... (v2 +i-1)(va + 1) }r=I. 
V2i+1 
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Clearly, the right hand side is 
2 M 1 
.;;;; 2i2kul=r. · 2f=I { (p/2 + 1) ... (p/2 + i- 1 )(p/3 + 1) }i-1 
(2.15) .;;;; (4i2).~ 1 (8kui2) p1~ 1 (p/2) exp {{l +2 + ... + (i-1)} ~ · (i~ 1)} 
1 
.;;;; (4i2p)'- 1 (4kui2p)eiiP. 
As i;;;.2, we have (i2)1ti-1..;;4, also 2i+1<p so that i<p/2 and thus 
(2.15) ~.;;;; V4p (16kui2p)e112 
( .;;;; 64kui2p2 .;;;; 16kup4 .;;;; N, 
by using the conditions on p, k, u, provided N;;;.02, where 0 2 is some 
absolute constant. This proves (2.14). 
Case 3. 
Repeated application of Cases 1 and 2 shows that Q1 is increased if the 
procedures described there are applied until vs = v6 = ... = Vp = 0. Here 
we shall assume this has been done and deal with the case v2' = v2 + 2, 
va' = va, v4' = V4- 1;;;;. 0, v/ = Vj = 0 for j;;;;. 5. It is easy to check that in 
this case duplication of the procedure followed in the preceding cases 
breaks down at the very last step so that a modification is necessary: 
We shall form a Q1*>Q1 and show that (QI*)'/QI*>l. 
We have 2(v2+va+v4)<2v2+3va+4v4=p<4(v2+va+v4), and hence 
pf4..;;v2+va+v4<pf2. Using this: 
Now we form 
( 2h: )P ( N )v2 + vs + v4 22vs gsv4 QI=---(u)112 2k v2! val v4! 
Nv2 +vs +v4 kP-(v2 +vs +v4) uP-V2 
<(2 · 2 · 3)P v2!va!v4! 
(Ql*)' N V4 
Q1* =-; (vz+ 1) (vz+2) • 
To prove this ;;;;. 1 we must show 
(2.16) N > u(vz+ 1)(vz+2). 
V4 
Since vz',va',v4' satisfy equation 2.10 we have 2(v2 +2)..;;p, hence 
u(v2 + 1) (v2 + 2) up2 N112J I 3/2 N N < -4 < og og < V4 
for N > Oa, where Oa is some absolute constant. 
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Case 4. 
We may now assume V4=Vs= ... =Vp=O, va;> 2. We wish to reduce v3 to 
0 or 1, so we let v2'=v2+3, va'=va-2, v/=Vj=O for j;;:;.4. Then 
N(va-1)va 
Remembering that 2(v2+3)+3(va-2)=p, we therefore want 
(2.17) N > x312 ~a. 
It is easy to check that (2.17) holds whenever x and p satisfy the hypo-
thesis of the Auxiliary theorem and N>04, where 04 is again some 
absolute constant. 
Summing up, we have shown that for any given p and v2, v3, ... , vp, 
we have Q1 <;Q1**, where Q1** is Q1* for the values v2 = [p/2], v3 =p-2[pj2] 
and v4 = ... =Vp=0. Thus 
** (12xk314)P Np-[p/2] 
Q1 = xUp/2] [p/2]! 
is an acceptable upper estimate for Ql,max· 
Step 3. 
Next we estimate the number Q2 of positive integral solutions of 
equation (2.10). Since Vi> 0, we must have ivi <;p, or Vi <;pji. There are 
therefore at most p/2 different possible values for v2 , p/3 values for 
v3 , ••• , 2 values for V[p/2], so at most p[PI2lj[pj2]! choices for v2, ••• , V[p/21 • 
Moreover for [p/2]<i<;p, at most one Vi#O, and Vi<: I. Hence there are 
at most [p/2] + 2 possible choices for V[p/2l+b ... , Vp, including, of course, 
the case when all are 0. Altogether we therefore have, using Stirling's 
formula, 
p[p/2] 
Q2 <; [p/2]! ( [pj2] + 2) <; 0(3P) 
solutions of equation (2.10). 
Step 4. 
Combining Steps 1, 2, 3 and setting p=2t+t5 we get 
(2.18) 
p! 3P (12xki)P Np-[p/2] 
p < xHP12l [p/2]! 
(36xki)P Nl(pH> 
= p! -'-----'----:-"7.'"""-
xl(p-6) (p;o)! 
,;;; p! (256xk)iP xi6 N!(PH>. (p;o)! 
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Next we again use Stirling's formula for the factorials: 
P.;;;; 0((1000xk)lfl (Np)l<JJH> xi<'), 
Hence by (2.4) 
(( 109k3)P'4 ) J.;;;; 2-kp P < x-P P.;;;; 0 -x- (Np)i<JJH> xla 
and this upper bound is independent of the sequence v1, v2 . . . . This 
completes the proof of the Auxiliary theorem with A= 109. 
Corollary 2.19. If p.;;;;log log Nand x2.;;;;NJ1og log N, then there is 
a constant A such that ! I~(N, a2-k, (a+ 1)2-k, SI2P dx < ( Axk3Y'2 (Np)P. 
Corollary 2.20. There is a constant A such that 
j I~(N, a2-k, (a+ 1)2-k, S)I2P dx.;;;; ~ ( A:p y 
provided 3.;;;;p.;;;;log log N and x2.;;;;NJ1og log N. 
§ 3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
First we eliminate the continuous parameters 01:1, 01:2 of ~(N, 01:1, 01:2, S) 
by restricting our attention to values of the type x = a2-t where 0.;;;; a.;;;; 2' 
a.nd i=O, 1, .... In fact we shall prove 
Lemma 3.1. For arbitrary real O.;;;;x1, <x2< 1, for any positive integer 
k and for any sequence S we have 
I~{N, x1, x2, S)l < NJ2k-1 +max I~(N, a12-k, ~2-k, S)l 
(a,, a,) 
where the maximum is extended over every pair (a1, a2) of integers satisfying 
O.;;;;al<~.;;;;2k. 
Proof: Given O.;;;;x1<x2<1 and k, let a1,a2 be the two positive 
integers less than 2k for which · 
(i = 1, 2). 
If a1 <a2 then by the definition of~ and .At we have 
~(N, 01:1, x2, S) = .At(N, x~, x2, S)- (x2 -x1)N 
;;;..At(N, a12-k, (~-1)2-k,S)-(x:~-xl)N 
;;;..At(N, a12-k, (a2-1)2-k, S)- ((x2-(a:o-1)2-k) + (a12-Lx1))N 
> ~(N, a12-k, (a2 -1)2-k, S)-NJ2k-1, 
If a1 = ~ then 0 < 01:2 -x1 < 2-k and so we obtain 
~(N, x1, x2, S) > - ( 01:2 -x1)N > - N2-k. 
10 Series A 
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Thus in either case 
where the maximum is taken over every pair (a1, tll!) with O.;;;;a1 <a2 .;;;2k. 
Similarly 
&l(N, <X1, <X2, S) .;;;.%(N, (al-1)2-k, a22-k, S)- (<X2-<XI)N 
= &l(N, (al-1)2-k, a22-k, S) + ((tl22-k-,x2) + 
+(<XI- (a1 -1)2-k)N 
and thus 
(3.3) &l(N, <XI, ,x2, S) <max l&l(N, a12-k, a22-k, S)l + Nf2k-1. 
The lemma then follows by combining (3.2) and (3.3). 
We next reduce the estimation of &l(N, <XI, ,x2, S) to that of terms of 
the form &l(N, a2-i, (a+ 1)2-i, S): 
Lemma 3.4. Given a sequence S, an integer k > 0 and 0.;;;: ,x1.;;;: ,x2.;;;: 1, 
we have 
k 
i&l(N, <X1, <X2, S)l .;;;: 2 z max i&l(N, a2-i, (a+ 1)2-i, S)l + Nf2k-1 
i-1 a 
where 0.;;;: a< 2i for i = 1, ... , k. 
The points a.,<t>2-i are then end points of a nested sequence of intervals of 
lengths 2-i and containing a.,<t>2-k (6= 1, 2). Evidently a1<k> =a1 <a2=a2<k>. 
Let j-;;.0 be the least i for which a1<'~><a2<'~>. Thus a1<i><a2 <J> but a1<J-I>;;. 
;;. a2<J-l) unless j = 0 and 
a12-k = a1 <k>2-k.;;;: ... .;;;: a1 <t>2-i .;;;: ... .;;;: a1 <1>2-i 
Since 
we obtain 
< a2<J>2-i .;;;: ... .;;;: a2<i>2-i .;;;: ... .;;;: £lll<k>2-k = a22-k. 
11: 
+ z &l(N, a1 (il2-i, a1 (i-1)2-i+l, S) 
i-i+l 
11: 
+ z &l(N, tll!<t-1>2-Hl, tl2<t>2-t, S). 
i-i+l 
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It follows immediately from the definitions above that 0.;;;;; a1 (i) .;;;;; 2t, 
2a1<i)-a1(i+1>.;;;;1, O.;;;;az<i).;;;;2i, az<i)-2az<i-1>.;;;;1 and az<1>.;;;;a1<1>+2. Sub-
stituting these inequalities in the last identity gives 
l&t'(N, a12-k, a22-k, S)l .;;;;; 2 max l&t'(N, a(i>2-1, (a(f> + 1)2-1, S)l 
a<il 
1c 
+ 2 2 l&t'(N, a<i>2-i, (a<i> + 1)2-i, S)l, 
i-i+1 
where the maximum is taken over all O.;;;;a<t>.;;;;2i (i=j, j+1, ... , k). 
Combining this with the inequality given in Lemma 3.1 proves Lemma 3.4. 
Next in Lemma 3.10 below we shall reduce the problem of estimating 
l&t'(N, a2-k(a+ 1)2-k, S)l, where S can be any sequence of terms Un to 
the problem of estimating this quantity when N is a power of 2. 
Definition 3. 6. 
~(M, N) = ~(M, N, a, k, S) = l&t'(M +N, a2-k, (a+ 1)2-k, S) 
-&t'(M, a2-k, (a+ 1)2-k, S)l. 
We note that 
(3.7) ~(0, N, a, k, S) = l&t'(N, a2-k, (a+ 1)2-k, S)l 
and 
(3.8) &l(M, N, a, k, S) = i&t'(N, a2-k, (a+ 1)2-k, S')l, 
where S' is the sequence {uM+n}· Moreover by the triangle inequality 
we get 
l&t'(M +N)-&t'(M)I < l&t'(M +N)-&t'(M +N')I + l&t'(M +N')-&t'(M)I 
that is 
(3.9) ~(M, N) < &l(M, N') + ~(M +N', N -N') 
Lemma 3.10. If f(M, N) is a function such t.hat f(M, N)-;;.,0 and 
f(M, 0)=0 and also for N'<N 
(3.11) f(M, N) < f(M, N') + f(M +N', N -N'), 
then for any N>O there are integers 0<~t.t<2n-A_1 (A.=1,2, ... ,n) 
such that 
1'1 
(3.12) f(O, N) < f(O, 2n) + 2 f(2n+ft;.2A, 2.\-1) 
A-1 
where n is the integer for which 2n.;;;;N <2n+l. In particular by (3.9), this 
lemma holds if ~(M, N) is taken for f(M, N). 
Proof: Since 2n.;;;;N, we have 
(3.13) 
Expanding N as a dyadic integer we get 
N = 2n + en-12n-l + en-22n-2 + ... + eo, 
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where et=O,l. Again using (3.11) repeatedly we get 
f(2", N -2")=f(2", en-l2n-l+ ... +eo) 
<f(2", Bn-l2n-l + ... +e1· 2) + f(2n +en-l2n-l + ... +e1· 2, eo) 
<:, (f(2n,en-l2n-l + ... + e2 · 22) + f(2n +en-l2n-l + ... + e2 · 22,je1· 2)) 
+ f(2n + en-l2n-l + ... + e1 · 2, eo) 
n-1 
<, ... <,f(2n, en-l2n-l)+ L f(2n+en-l2n-l+ ... +e;.2;., e;._12A-1). 
J.-1 
If 
so that 
f(2" + e,_12"-1 + ... + e;.2\ e;._12,._1) = f(2" + p;.2\ e;._12,._1) 
<:, f(2"+p;.2\ 2A-1). 
Combining this with (3.13) gives the result. Inequality (3.9) and the 
definition of /j(M, N) show that !j satisfies the hypothesis. 
In the proof of Lemma 3.14 we shall now use the main result of § 2: 
Lemma 3.14. If a is an integer (O<,a<2k) and y>O, then there 
i8 a constant A not depending on 'VI, v2, ... such that 
1 (ApN)P p{xl~(M, N, a, k, x) > y} <; y2k6 , 
provided 3<,p<,log log N and 2k.;;;, VNJlog log N. 
Note: p{ ·} denotes the measure of the set { ·} and ilt(M, N, a, k, x) 
is ?lt(M,N,a,k,S) for the sequence S=(2•1x,2•zx, ... ). 
Proof: Let E ={xJ/j(M, N, a, k, x)>y}. Then by (2.20), 
~ 1~ 
pE <:, J (y-1 ~(M, N, a, k, x))2Pdx <:, y-2p J ~(M, N, a, k, x)2Pdx 
E 0 
< o(!.) (ApN)P 
" y2k6 
provided 3<,p<,log log N and "2 .;;;,Njlog log N. The estimate for the 
integral is independent of v1, v2, ••. , so S must be too. 
We wish to show that the set of x's which do not satisfy the estimate 
in the statement of the theorem is a null set. To do this, we shall show 
that the set of x's which violate the estimate can be made arbitrarily 
small by choosing N sufficiently large. 
Definition 3.15. For any sequence 'V1,V2, ••• let 
e(n, a, k) = {xJ.?l(O, 2n) > k-2(e2A2n log log 2")112} 
where a is any integer 0 <:,a< 2k and k = 1, 2, ... , and A is the constant 
of Lemma 3.14. 
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Definition 3.16. We let q be the largest value of k such that 
2k .;;;V2njlog log 2n and define 
en = U U e(n, a, k). 
l~k<q O~a<2k 
Lemma 3.17. We have 
00 
L f-len < +oo. 
n~l 
Proof: Apply Lemma 3.14 to e(n, a, k) with N = 2n and 
y = k-2(e2A2n log log 2n)112 
and obtain 
1 ( p )p f-le(n, a, k) < ~ k2e2log log 2n · 
Now let n be so large that 2n;>e6' and let p =[log log 2n], which then 
satisfies both p > 3 and p .-;;:;log log 2n. Hen~e 
1 1 1 1 ( e )2 
11e(n, a, k) < ~ kZP · e2P < k6un2 · log 2 
where k= 1, 2, ... , q. Adding on k and a, we get 
where 0 > 0 is a constant independent of the sequence 'Vl, v2, .... 
Therefore adding now on n and including also the terms with 2n < ee•, 
00 
L f-len < +oo. 
n~l 
Corollary 3.18. Given any e>O, there M an integer no such that 
00 
f1 U en < L f-len < e. 
n~no n=no 
Definition 3.19. For any sequence v1, v2, ... let 
.:!-n 
e(A., f1, n, a, k) = {xj.~(2n+f1.a2\ 2.:1- 1) > 2-4- k-2(e4A2n log log 2n)112} 
where 
Definition 3.20. Let A.o=1+[e4jlog2] and let 
en = U U U U e(A., f-l• n, a, k) • 
.:t,~.:!<n O~k<.:!/2 O~a<2k O~p;t<zn-A 
Lemma 3.21. 
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Proof: To obtain an upper estimate for e()., fl, n, a, k) we use Lemma 
3.14 with 
J,-n 
y = 2-4-. k-2(e4A2n log log 2n)112. 
Then 
1 ( p )p fte(A, fl, n, a, k) <- n-J. . • 
x k22 2 e4log log 2n 
Choosing p= [log log 2"- 1 ] and assuming p>4, so that A>Ao, we get 
thus in either case 
where 0 is an absolute constant and is independent of VI, v2 , •••• Adding 
up on fl, a, k, and ). we get 
Therefore 
Corollary 3.22. Given any ?>0, there ~s an integer no such that 
00 
fl u en < :L ft( en) < 8. 
n~n0 n=no 
Corollaries 3.18 and 3.22 imply the following: 
Lemma 3 . 2 3 . Given any 8 > 0 there is an integer no such that 
fl u (en u en) < 8. 
n~no 
Corollary 3. 2 4. Given any 8 > 0 there is an integer no such that if 
n>no then 
for 1 .;;;;k,;;;;q and 
A-n ~(2n+ft,~2", 2"-1) < 2-4- (k-2(e4A2n log log 2n)ll2) 
except on a set of measure less than 8. 
Proof: This follows immediately from the Lemma 3.23 by Definitions 
3.15, 3.19 and 3.20 and Corollary 3.16. 
We now unite translated sequences of 2"- 1 terms to form the original 
sequence to N terms: 
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Lemma 3.25. For any e>O there M an integer No such that for 
N>No and 2k<ViNJ1og1og N 
i~(N, a2-k, (a+ 1)2-k, S)/ B 
'-----'------:-;V~N;::=;l;=og='=;=lo=g=N;:;--'---..:..:. < k2 
where B is some absolute constant. 
Proof: We shall use Lemma 3.10 and for any given N fix n such 
that 2n,;;;N<2n+l. Then for 1,;;;k,;;;q we get 
i~(N, a2-k, (a+ 1)2-k, S)l = ~(0, N) 
~ n ~ 
< ~(0, 2n) +I ~(2n+,u,;2'\ 2-'-1 ) 
.<~1 
< k-2( e2 A 2n log log 2n )112 + 2"o 
n .<-n 
+ I 2-4- (k-2(e4A2n log log 2n)112) 
,<~,;, 
B B 
< k2 V 2n log log 2n < k2 V N log log N. 
Lemma 3. 2 6. There is a constant 0 such that for any sequence 
v1, v2, ... and for any e > 0 there is an integer No and a set of measure at 
most e on whose complement 
/~(N, <X1, <X2, S)/ < O 
VN log log N 
for any choice of <Xl, <X2 and N>No. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.4 
k 
I~(N, <XI, <X2, S)/ < 2 I max I~(N, a2-i, (a+ 1)2-i, S)l + Nf2k-l 
i~1 a 
where O<;a<2i, and i= 1, ... , k. 
By 3.25 one gets that for any e>O there is an integer N 0 so that 
for N>No 
I~(N, <X1, <X2, S)l 2 ~ B N/2 1 O < ...:::.,-;-+ q-<. 
VN log log N •~1 t 2 
The constant 0 is again absolute and independent of any of the 
variables. This proves the lemma. 
It is clear that the Theorem follows immediately from the last lemma. 
